
 

Enigma Data Systems

Company overview: Enigma Data Solutions is a leading provider of data management

software worldwide. Enigma’s products and solutions address

today’s data storage demands enabling businesses to compete

more effectively by preserving strategic data and reducing the

total cost of ownership.

Web site: www.enigmadata.com

Core competency: Application-Aware Project Archiving

Product name: PARS (Project Archive and Retrieval System)

Operating environments supported

AIX® Linux® OS/400® OS/390® Microsoft®

Windows®

Sun®

Solaris®

HP-UX® Novell®

Netware®

 Redhat   Windows XP

Windows 2003

Windows 2000

Windows NT

x   

 

Product 

description:

 PARS has a unique approach to the capture of important information for

backup, long term archiving for compliance and corporate governance.

PARS is designed to capture information from multiple information

sources including applications, databases, ad-hoc file/directory structures

wherever they reside in your organization. This information is pulled

together to be stored, securely and centrally. 

The value of this information is greatly enhanced by the simultaneous

capture of associated MetaData. This not only enables accurate archive

searches but can also provide enough information to negate the need to

restore any bulk data.

PARS has configurable free-text, manual and automatic MetaData

collection methods. Descriptions for each archive can be captured with

pre-loaded standard lookups to enable accurate future searches.

Automatic methods decrease the possibility of user input errors and

inconsistency. 

As part of the archiving process, PARS can set the retention level based

upon business requirements that are aligned to federal regulations such

as Sarbanes-Oxley, HIPAA, GLB and others. 

Supported 

geos:

Americas, Europe, Middle East, Africa, Asia Pacific

Supported 

region:

Worldwide

Headquarters 

location:

WW East Sussex UK, Sales Houston, Texas USA



Compelling 

differentiation:

PARS is the only product today that has the ability to capture

information from multiple information sources including applications,

databases, ad-hoc file/directory structures wherever they reside in your

organization. It then offers the unique capability to compile and archive

this data as a “project”.
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